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Humanistic computing is proposed as a new signal processing
framework in which the processing apparatus is inextricably intertwined with the natural capabilities of our human body and mind.
Rather than trying to emulate human intelligence, humanistic
computing recognizes that the human brain is perhaps the best
neural network of its kind, and that there are many new signal
processing applications (within the domain of personal technologies) that can make use of this excellent but often overlooked
processor. The emphasis of this paper is on personal imaging
applications of humanistic computing, to take a first step toward an
intelligent wearable camera system that can allow us to effortlessly
capture our day-to-day experiences, help us remember and see
better, provide us with personal safety through crime reduction,
and facilitate new forms of communication through collective
connected humanistic computing. The author’s wearable signal
processing hardware, which began as a cumbersome backpackbased photographic apparatus of the 1970’s and evolved into a
clothing-based apparatus in the early 1980’s, currently provides
the computational power of a UNIX workstation concealed within
ordinary-looking eyeglasses and clothing. Thus it may be worn
continuously during all facets of ordinary day-to-day living, so
that, through long-term adaptation, it begins to function as a true
extension of the mind and body.
Keywords— Consumer electronics, cybernetic sciences, human
factors, humanistic property protection, image processing, machine vision, mobile communication, photoquantigraphic imaging,
signals.

I. INTRODUCTION
What is now proposed is a new form of “intelligence”
whose goal is not only to work in extremely close synergy
with the human user, rather than as a separate entity, but
more importantly to arise, in part, because of the very
existence of the human user. This close synergy is achieved
through a user-interface to signal processing hardware that
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is both in close physical proximity to the user and is
constant.
The constancy of user-interface (interactional constancy)
is what separates this signal processing architecture from
other related devices such as pocket calculators and personal digital assistants (PDA’s).
Not only is the apparatus operationally constant in the
sense that although it may have power saving (sleep)
modes, it is never completely shut down (or “dead,” as
is a calculator worn in a shirt pocket but turned off most
of the time). More important is the fact that it is also
interactionally constant. By interactionally constant what
is meant is that the inputs and outputs of the device are
always potentially active. Interactionally constant implies
operationally constant, but operationally constant does not
necessarily imply interactionally constant. Thus, for example, a pocket calculator, worn in a shirt pocket and left on
all the time is still not interactionally constant because it
cannot be used in this state (e.g., one still has to pull it out
of the pocket to see the display or enter numbers). A wrist
watch is a borderline case; although it operates constantly in
order to continue to keep proper time and is conveniently
worn on the body, one must make a conscious effort to
orient it within one’s field of vision in order to interact
with it.
A. Why Humanistic Computing?
It is not, at first, obvious why one might want devices
such as pocket calculators to be operationally constant.
However, we will later see why it is desirable for personal
electronics devices such as cameras and signal processing
hardware to be on constantly, for example, to facilitate new
forms of intelligence that assist the user in new ways.
Devices embodying humanistic computing are not merely
intelligent signal processors that a user might wear or
carry in close proximity to the body, but instead they are
devices that turn the user into part of an intelligent control
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system where the user becomes an integral part of the
feedback loop.
B. Humanistic Computing Does Not
Necessarily Mean “User-Friendly”
Devices embodying humanistic computing often require
that the user learn a new skill set and therefore do not
always allow for ease in adaptation. Just as it takes a
young child many years to become proficient at using his or
her hands, some of the devices that implement humanistic
computing have taken years of use before they began to
truly behave as if they were natural extensions of the mind
and body. Thus, in terms of human-computer interaction
[1], the goal is not just to construct a device that can
model (and learn from) the user, but, more importantly,
to construct a device in which the user also must learn
from the device. Therefore, in order to facilitate the latter,
devices embodying humanistic computing should provide
a constant user-interface—one that is not so sophisticated
and intelligent that it confuses the user. Although the
device may implement very sophisticated signal processing algorithms, the cause and effect relationship of this
processing to its input (typically from the environment
or the user’s actions) should be clearly and continuously
visible to the user, even when the user is not directly and
intentionally interacting with the apparatus. Accordingly,
the most successful examples of humanistic computing
afford the user a very tight feedback loop of system
observability (ability to perceive how the signal processing
hardware is responding to the environment and the user),
even when the controllability of the device is not engaged
(e.g., at times when the user is not issuing direct commands
to the apparatus). A simple example is the viewfinder
of a wearable camera system, which provides framing, a
photographic point of view, and facilitates the provision
to the user of a general awareness of the visual effects of
the camera’s own image processing algorithms, even when
pictures are not being taken. Thus a camera embodying
humanistic computing puts the human operator in the
feedback loop of the imaging process at all times, even
when the operator only wishes to take pictures occasionally.
A more sophisticated example of humanistic computing is
a biofeedback-controlled wearable camera system, in which
the biofeedback process happens continuously, whether or
not a picture is actually being taken. In this sense, the user
becomes one with the machine over a long period of time,
even if the machine is only directly used (e.g., to actually
take a picture) occasionally.
Humanistic computing attempts to both build upon, as
well as recontextualize, concepts in intelligent signal processing [2], [3], and related concepts such as neural networks [2], [4], [5], fuzzy logic [6], [7], and artificial
intelligence (AI) [8]. Humanistic computing also suggests
a new goal for signal processing hardware, that is, in a
truly personal way, to directly assist, rather than replace
or emulate human intelligence. What is needed to facilitate
this vision is a simple and truly personal computational
signal processing framework that empowers the human
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intellect. It should be noted that this framework which
the author developed in the 1970’s and early 1980’s is
in many ways similar to Engelbart’s vision that arose in
the 1940’s while he was a radar engineer, but there are
also some important differences. Engelbart, while seeing
images on a radar screen, envisioned that the cathode ray
screen could also display letters of the alphabet, as well
as computer-generated pictures and graphical content, thus
he envisioned computing as an interactive experience for
manipulating words and pictures. Engelbart envisioned the
mainframe computer as a tool for augmented intelligence
and augmented communication with which a number of
people in a large amphitheater could interact with one
another using a large mainframe computer [9], [10].
While Engelbart himself did not realize the significance
of the personal computer, his ideas are certainly embodied
in modern personal computing. What is now described
is a means of realizing a similar vision, but with the
computing resituated in a different context, namely, the
truly personal space of the user. The idea here is to
move the tools of augmented intelligence and augmented
communication directly onto the body, giving rise to not
only a new genre of truly personal computing, but to
some new capabilities and affordances arising from direct
physical contact between the computational apparatus and
the human body. Moreover, a new family of applications
arises, such as “personal imaging,” in which the body-worn
apparatus facilitates an augmenting of the human sensory
capabilities, namely, vision. Thus the augmenting of human
memory translates directly to a visual associative memory
in which the apparatus might, for example, play previously
recorded video back into the wearer’s eyeglass mounted
display, in the manner of a so-called visual thesaurus [11].
II. “WEARCOMP” AS MEANS OF REALIZING
HUMANISTIC COMPUTING
WearComp [12] is now proposed as an apparatus upon
which a practical realization of humanistic computing can
be built, as well as a research tool for new studies in
intelligent signal processing.
A. Basic Principles of WearComp
WearComp will now be defined in terms of its three basic
modes of operation.
1) Operational Modes of WearComp: The three operational modes in this new interaction between human and
computer, as illustrated in Fig. 1, are as follows.
1) Constancy: The computer runs continuously and is
“always ready” to interact with the user. Unlike a
hand-held device, laptop computer, or PDA, it does
not need to be opened up and turned on prior to
use. The signal flow from human to computer and
from computer to human depicted in Fig. 1(a) runs
continuously to provide a constant user-interface.
2) Augmentation: Traditional computing paradigms are
based on the notion that computing is the primary
task. WearComp, however, is based on the notion that
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Fig. 1. The three basic operational modes of WearComp. (a) Signal flow paths for a computer
system that runs continuously, is constantly attentive to the user’s input, and is constantly providing
information to the user. Over time, constancy leads to a symbiosis in which the user and computer
become part of each other’s feedback loops. (b) Signal flow path for augmented intelligence and
augmented reality. Interaction with the computer is secondary to another primary activity, such as
walking, attending a meeting, or perhaps doing something that requires full hand-to-eye coordination,
like running down stairs or playing volleyball. Because the other primary activity is often one that
requires the human to be attentive to the environment as well as unencumbered, the computer
must be able to operate in the background to augment the primary experience, for example, by
providing a map of a building interior, or by providing other information, through the use of
computer graphics overlays superimposed on top of the real world. (c) WearComp can be used like
clothing to encapsulate the user and function as a protective shell, whether to protect us from cold,
protect us from physical attack (as traditionally facilitated by armor), or to provide privacy (by
concealing personal information and personal attributes from others). In terms of signal flow, this
encapsulation facilitates the possible mediation of incoming information to permit solitude, and the
possible mediation of outgoing information to permit privacy. It is not so much the absolute blocking
of these information channels that is important; it is the fact that the wearer can control to what
extent and when these channels are blocked, modified, attenuated, or amplified by invarious degrees,
that makes WearComp much more empowering to the user than other similar forms of portable
computing. (d) An equivalent depiction of encapsulation (mediation) redrawn to give it a similar form
to that of (a) and (b), where the encapsulation is understood to comprise a separate protective shell.

computing is NOT the primary task. The assumption
of WearComp is that the user will be doing something
else at the same time as doing the computing. Thus
the computer should serve to augment the intellect,
or augment the senses. The signal flow between
human and computer, in the augmentational mode of
operation, is depicted in Fig. 1(b).
3) Mediation: Unlike hand held devices, laptop computers, and PDA’s, WearComp can encapsulate the user
[Fig. 1(c)]. It does not necessarily need to completely
enclose us, but the basic concept of mediation allows
for whatever degree of encapsulation might be desired
since it affords us the possibility of a greater degree
of encapsulation than traditional portable computers.
Moreover, there are two aspects to this encapsulation,
one or both of which may be implemented in varying
degrees, as desired.
a) Solitude: The ability of WearComp to mediate
our perception can allow it to function as an
information filter, and allow us to block out material we might not wish to experience, whether
it be offensive advertising or simply a desire to
replace existing media with different media. In
less extreme manifestations, it may simply allow
us to alter aspects of our perception of reality in
a moderate way rather than completely blocking
out certain material. Moreover, in addition to
providing means for blocking or attenuation of
undesired input, there is a facility to amplify
or enhance desired inputs. This control over the
MANN: HUMANISTIC COMPUTING

input space is one of the important contributors to the most fundamental issue in this new
framework, namely that of user empowerment.
b) Privacy: Mediation allows us to block or modify
information leaving our encapsulated space. In
the same way that ordinary clothing prevents
others from seeing our naked bodies, WearComp
may, for example, serve as an intermediary for
interacting with untrusted systems, such as third
party implementations of digital anonymous cash,
or other electronic transactions with untrusted
parties. In the same way that martial artists,
especially stick fighters, wear a long black
robe that reaches to the ground in order to
hide the placement of their feet from their
opponent, WearComp can also be used to
clothe our otherwise transparent movements in
cyberspace. Although other technologies like
desktop computers can, to a limited degree, help
us protect our privacy with programs like Pretty
Good Privacy (PGP), the primary weakness of
these systems is the space between them and their
user. It is generally far easier for an attacker to
compromise the link between the human and the
computer (perhaps through a so-called Trojan
horse or other planted virus) when they are
separate entities. Thus a personal information
system owned, operated, and controlled by
the wearer can be used to create a new level
of personal privacy because it can be made
2125

B. The Six Basic Signal Flow Paths of WearComp
There are six informational flow paths associated with
this new human–machine symbiosis. These signal flow
paths each define one of the basic underlying principles of
WearComp, and are each described in the following from
the human’s point of view. Implicit in these six properties
is that the computer system is also operationally constant
and personal (inextricably intertwined with the user).

Because of its ability to encapsulate us, e.g., in embodiments of WearComp that are actually articles of
clothing in direct contact with the flesh, it may also be
able to make measurements of various physiological
quantities. Thus the signal flow depicted in Fig. 1(a)
is also enhanced by the encapsulation, as depicted
in Fig. 1(c). To make this signal flow more explicit,
Fig. 1(c) has been redrawn in Fig. 1(d), where the
computer and human are depicted as two separate
entities within an optional protective shell, which
may be opened or partially opened if a mixture of
augmented and mediated interaction is desired.
Note that these three basic modes of operation are not
mutually exclusive in the sense that the first is embodied
in both of the other two. Also, these other two are not
meant necessarily to be implemented in isolation. Actual
embodiments of WearComp typically incorporate aspects
of both augmented and mediated modes of operation. Thus,
WearComp is a framework for enabling and combining various aspects of each of these three basic modes of operation.
Collectively, the space of possible signal flows giving rise
to this entire space of possibilities is depicted in Fig. 2.
The signal paths typically comprise vector quantities. Thus,
multiple parallel signal paths are depicted in Fig. 2 to
remind the reader of this vector nature of the signals.

1) Unmonopolizing of the User’s Attention: WearComp
does not necessarily cut one off from the outside
world like a virtual reality game does. One can
attend to other matters while using the apparatus.
It is built with the assumption that computing will
be a secondary activity, rather than a primary focus of attention. In fact, ideally, it will provide
enhanced sensory capabilities. It may, however, facilitate mediation (augmenting, altering, or deliberately
diminishing) of these sensory capabilities.
2) Unrestrictive to the User: While being ambulatory,
mobile or roving, one can do other things while using
WearComp, e.g., one can type while jogging, running
down stairs, etc.
3) Observable by the User: WearComp can get the user’s
attention continuously if the user wants it to. The output medium is constantly perceptible by the wearer.
It is sufficient that it be almost always observable,
within reasonable limitations, such as the fact that a
camera viewfinder or computer screen is not visible
during the blinking of the eyes.
4) Controllable by the User: WearComp is responsive.
The user can take control of it at any time the user
wishes. Even in automated processes the user should
be able to manually override the automation to break
open the control loop and become part of the loop
at any time the user wants to. Examples of this
controllability might include a “Halt” button the user
can invoke as an application mindlessly opens all
50 documents that were highlighted when the user
accidently pressed “Enter.”
5) Attentive to the Environment: WearComp is environmentally aware, multimodal, and multisensory. (As
a result, this ultimately gives the user increased
situational awareness.)
6) Communicative to Others: WearComp can be used as
a communications medium when the user wishes.
WearComp allows the wearer to be expressive
through the medium, whether as a direct communications medium to others, or as a means of
assisting the user in the production of expressive or
communicative media.

1 For the purposes of this paper, privacy is not so much the absolute
blocking or concealment of personal information, but it is the ability to
control or modulate this outbound information channel. Thus, for example,
one may wish certain people, such as members of one’s immediate family,
to have greater access to personal information than the general public. Such
a family-area-network may be implemented with an appropriate access
control list and a cryptographic communications protocol.

III. PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES
There are many open questions in this new area of
research. Some of these include the following.
1) Is WearComp good?
2) Do we need it?

Fig. 2. The six signal flow paths for the new mode of human–computer interaction provided by WearComp. These six signal flow paths each define one of the six attributes of WearComp.

much more personal, e.g., so that it is always
worn (except perhaps during showering) and is
therefore less likely to fall prey to attacks upon
the hardware itself. Moreover, the close synergy
between the human and computers makes it
harder to attack directly, e.g., as one might look
over a person’s shoulder while they are typing,
or hide a video camera in the ceiling above their
keyboard.1
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3) Could it be harmful to the user?
4) Could it be harmful to society?
5) Are humans prepared for such a close synergy with
machines, or will nature “strike back?”
6) Will the apparatus modify the behavior of the wearer
in an undesirable way?
7) Will it become a cause of irritation to others?
As with many new inventions, such as clothing, the bicycle,
hot air balloons, etc., there has been an initial rejection,
followed by scientific study and experimentation, followed
by either acceptance or modification of the invention to
address specific problems.
For example, the adverse effects of the bright screen constantly projected onto the eye were addressed by building
the apparatus into very dark sunglasses so that a much lower
brightness could be used.
More important is perhaps the danger of becoming dependent on the technology in the same way that we have
become dependent on shoes, clothing, the automobile, etc.
For example, the fact that we cannot survive naked in the
wilderness, or that we have become sedentary because of
the automobile, must have its equivalent problems within
the context of the proposed invention.
Many of these issues are open philosophical questions
that will only be answered by further research. However,
the specific framework and some of the various ideas
surrounding it will hopefully form the basis for a further
investigation of some of these questions.
A. Fundamental Issues of WearComp
The most fundamental paradigm shift that WearComp
has to offer is that of personal empowerment. In order to
fully appreciate the magnitude of this paradigm shift, some
historical examples of tools of empowerment will now be
described to place WearComp in this historical context.
1) Historical Context: In early civilization, individuals
were all roughly equal, militarily. Wealth was generally
determined by how many heads of cattle or how many
“mounts” (horses) a person owned. In hand-to-hand combat
or fighting with swords each individual was roughly an
equal. Since it was impossible to stay on a horse while
fighting, horses provided little in the way of military power.
Thus, even those too poor to afford to keep a horse were
not at a tremendous disadvantage to others from a fighting
standpoint.
It was the invention of the stirrup, however, that radically
changed this balance. With the stirrup, it became possible
to stay on a horse while fighting. Horses and heavy armor
could only be afforded by the wealthy, and even a large
group of unruly peasants was no match for a much smaller
group of mounted cavalry. However, toward the Middle
Ages, more and more ordinary individuals mastered the art
of fighting on horseback, and eventually the playing field
was leveled.
Then, with the invention of gunpowder, the ordinary
civilian was powerless against soldiers or bandits armed
with guns. It was not until guns became cheaper that
MANN: HUMANISTIC COMPUTING

everyone could own one—such as in the “Old West.” The
Colt 45, for example, was known as the “equalizer” because
it made everyone roughly equal. Even if one person was
much more skilled in its use, there would still be some risk
involved in robbing other civilians or looting someone’s
home.
2) The Shift from Guns to Cameras and Computers: In
today’s world, the handgun has a lesser role to play. Wars
are fought with information, and we live in a world in which
the appearance of thugs and bandits is not ubiquitous. While
there is some crime, we spend most of our lives living in
relative peace. However, surveillance and mass media have
become the new instruments of social control. Department
stores are protected with security cameras rather than by
owners who keep a shotgun under the counter or who hire
armed guards to provide a visible deterrent. While some
department stores in rough neighborhoods may have armed
guards, there has been a paradigm shift where we see fewer
guns and more surveillance cameras.
3) The Shift from Draconian Punishment to Micromanagement: There has also been a paradigm shift, throughout the
ages, characterized by a move toward less severe punishments, inflicted with greater certainty. In the Middle Ages,
the lack of sophisticated surveillance and communications
networks meant that criminals often escaped detection or
capture, but when they were captured, punishments were
extremely severe. Gruesome corporeal punishments where
criminals might be crucified or whipped, branded, drawn
and quartered, and burned at the stake were quite common
in these times.
The evolution from punishment as a spectacle in which
people were tortured to death in the village square toward
incarceration, in which people were locked in a cell and
forced to attend church sermons, prison lectures, etc.,
marked the first step in a paradigm shift toward less severe
punishments [13]. Combined with improved forensic technologies like fingerprinting, this reduction in the severity of
punishment came together with a greater chance of getting
caught.
More recently, with the advent of so-called “boot
camp,” where delinquent youths are sent off for mandatory
military-style training, the trend continues by addressing
social problems earlier before they become large problems.
This requires greater surveillance and monitoring, but at the
same time it is characterized by less severe actions taken
against those who are deemed to deserve these actions.
Thus there is, again, still greater chance of being affected
by smaller punishments.
If we extrapolate this trend, what we arrive at is a system
of social control characterized by total surveillance and
micropunishments. At some point, the forces applied to the
subjects of the social control are too weak to even justify
the use of the word “punishment,” and perhaps it might be
better referred to as “micromanagement.”
This “micromanagement” of society may be effected by
subjecting the population to mass media, advertising, and
calming music played in department stores, elevators, and
subway stations.
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Surveillance is also spreading into areas that were generally private in earlier times. The surveillance cameras that
were placed in banks have moved to department stores.
They first appeared above cash registers to deal with major
crimes, such as holdups. But then they moved into the aisles
and spread throughout the store to deal with petty theft.
Again, more surveillance for dealing with lesser crimes.
In the United Kingdom, cameras installed for controlling
crime in rough areas of town spread to low-crime areas as
well in order to deal with problems like youths stealing
apples from street markets or patrons of pubs urinating on
the street. The cameras have even spread into restaurants
and pubs—not just above the cash register, but throughout
the pub, so that while going out for pints one may no longer
have privacy.
Recently, electronic plumbing technology, originally developed for use in prisons, for example, to prevent all
inmates from flushing the toilets simultaneously, has started
to be used in public buildings. The arguments in favor
of it go beyond human hygiene and water conservation,
as proponents of the technology argue that it also reduces
vandalism. Their definition of vandalism has been broadened to include deliberately flooding a plumbing fixture and
deliberately leaving faucets running. Thus, again, what we
see is greater certainty of catching or preventing people
from committing lesser transgressions of the social order.
One particularly subtle form of social control using
this technology are the new hands-free electronic showers
developed for use in prisons where inmates would otherwise
break off knobs, levers, and pushbuttons. These showers are
just beginning to appear in government buildings, stadiums,
health clubs, and schools. The machine watches the user
from behind a tiled wall and through a small dark glass
window. When the user steps toward the shower, the water
comes on, but only for a certain time, and then it shuts off.
Obviously the user can step away from the viewing window
and then return to receive more water, thus defeating the
timeout feature of the system, but this need to step away
and move back into view is enough of an irritant to effect
a slight behavioral modification of the user. Thus what
we see is that surveillance has swept across all facets of
society, but it is being used to deal with smaller and smaller
problems. From dealing with mass murderers and bank
robbers to people who threaten the environment by taking
long showers, the long arm of surveillance has reached into
even the most private of places, where we might have once
been alone. The peace and solitude of the shower, where our
greatest inspirations might come to us, has been intruded
upon not with a major punishment, but with a very minor
form of social control, one that is too small, in fact, to
even be called a punishment.
These surveillance and social control systems are linked
together, often to central computer systems. Everything
from surveillance cameras in the bank to electronic plumbing networks is being equipped with fiber optic communications networks. Together with the vast array of medical
records, credit card purchases, buying preferences, etc., we
are affected in more ways, but with lesser influence. We are
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no longer held at bay by mounted cavalry. More often than
being influenced by weapons, we are influenced in very
slight, almost imperceptible ways, e.g., through a deluge of
junk mail, marketing, advertising, or a shower that shuts off
after it sees that we have been standing under it for too long.
While there are some (the most notable being Bentham
[13]) who have put forth an argument that a carefully
managed society results in maximization of happiness,
there are others who argue that the homogenization of
society is unhealthy and reduces humans to cogs in a
larger piece of machinery, or at the very least, results
in a certain loss of human dignity. Moreover, just as
nature provides biodiversity, many believe that society
should also be diverse, and people should try to resist
ubiquitous centralized surveillance and control, particularly
to the extent where it homogenizes society excessively.
Some argue that micromanagement and utilitarianism, in
which a person’s value may often be measured in terms of
usefulness to society, is what led to eugenics, and eventually
to the fascism of Nazi Germany. Many people also agree
that, even without any sort of social control mechanism,
surveillance in and of itself still violates their privacy and
is fundamentally wrong.
As with other technologies, like the stirrup and gunpowder, the electronic surveillance playing field is also
being leveled. The advent of the low-cost personal computer has allowed individuals to communicate freely and
easily among themselves. No longer are the major media
conglomerates the sole voice heard in our homes. The
World Wide Web has ushered in a new era of underground
news and alternative content. Thus, centralized computing
facilities, the very technology that many perceived as a
threat to human individuality and freedom, have given
way to low-cost personal computers that many people can
afford. This is not to say that home computers will be
as big or powerful as the larger computers used by large
corporations or governments, but simply that if a large
number of people have a moderate degree of computational
resources, there is a sense of balance in which people are
roughly equal in the same sense that two people, face to
face, one with a 0.22 calibre handgun and the other with a
Colt .45 are roughly equal. A large bullet hole or a small
one both provide a tangible and real risk of death or injury.
It is perhaps modern cryptography that makes this balance even more pronounced, for it is so many orders
of magnitude easier to encrypt a message than it is to
decrypt it. Accordingly, many governments have defined
cryptography as a munition and have attempted, with only
limited success, to restrict its use.
4) Fundamental Issues of WearComp: The most fundamental issue in WearComp is no doubt that of personal
empowerment through its ability to equip the individual
with a personalized, customizable information space which
is owned, operated, and controlled by the wearer. While
home computers have gone a long way to empowering
the individual, they only do so when the user is at home.
As the home is perhaps the last bastion of space not yet
touched by the long arm of surveillance (i.e., space that
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 86, NO. 11, NOVEMBER 1998

one can call one’s own), the home computer, while it does
provide an increase in personal empowerment, is not nearly
so profound in its effect as the WearComp which brings
this personal space (space one can call one’s own) out
into the world.
Although WearComp, in the most common form we
know it today (miniature video screen over one or both
eyes, body worn processor, and input devices such as
a collection of pushbutton switches or joystick held in
one hand and a microphone), was invented by the author
in the 1970’s for personal imaging applications, it has
more recently been adopted by the military in the context
of large government-funded projects. However, as with
the stirrup, gunpowder, and other similar inventions, it is
already making its way out into the mainstream consumer
electronics arena.
An important observation to make with regards to the
continued innovation, early adopters (military, government,
large multinational corporations), and finally ubiquity, is
the time scale. While it took a relatively longer time for
the masses to adopt the use of horses for fighting and
hence level the playing field, later on the use of gunpowder
became ubiquitous in a much shorter time period.
Then, sometime after guns had been adopted by the
masses, the spread of computer technology, which in some
situations even replaced guns, was much faster still. As the
technology diffuses into society more quickly, the military
is losing its advantage over ordinary civilians. We are
entering a pivotal era in which consumer electronics are
surpassing the technological sophistication of some military
electronics. Personal audio systems like the Sony Walkman
are just one example of how the ubiquity and sophistication
of technology feed upon each other to the extent that the
technology begins to rival, and in some ways exceed, the
technical sophistication of the limited-production military
counterparts such as two-way radios used in the battlefield.
Consumer technology has already brought about a certain degree of personal empowerment, from the portable
cassette player that lets us replace the music piped into
department stores with whatever we would rather hear
to small hand held cameras that capture police brutality
and human rights violations. However, WearComp is just
beginning to bring about a much greater paradigm shift,
which may well be equivalent in its impact to the invention
of the stirrup or that of gunpowder. Moreover, this leveling
of the playing field may, for the first time in history,
happen almost instantaneously should the major consumer
electronics manufacturers beat the military in raising this
invention to a level of perfection similar to that of the
stirrup or modern handguns. If this were to happen, this
decrease of the time scale over which technology diffuses
through society will have decreased to zero, resulting in
a new kind of paradigm shift that society has not yet
experienced. Evidence of this pivotal shift is already visible
in, for example, the joint effort of Xybernaut Corp. (a
major manufacturer of wearable computers) and Sony Corp.
(a manufacturer of personal electronics) to create a new
personal electronics computational device.
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B. Aspects of WearComp and Personal Empowerment
There are several aspects and affordances of WearComp.
These are as follows.
1) Photographic/Videographic Memory: Perfect recall of
previously collected information, especially visual
information (i.e., visual memory [14]).
2) Shared Memory: In a collective sense, two or more
individuals may share in their collective consciousness, so that one may have a recall of information
that one need not have experienced personally.
3) Connected Collective Humanistic Computing: In a
collective sense, two or more individuals may collaborate while one or more of them is doing another
primary task.
4) Personal Safety: In contrast to a centralized surveillance network built into the architecture of the city,
a personal safety system is built into the architecture
(clothing) of the individual. This framework has the
potential to lead to a distributed “intelligence” system
of sorts, as opposed to the centralized “intelligence”
gathering efforts of traditional video surveillance networks.
5) Tetherless Operation: WearComp affords and requires
mobility and the freedom from the need to be connected by wire to an electrical outlet or communications line.
6) Synergy: Rather than attempting to emulate human
intelligence in the computer, as is a common goal of
research in AI, the goal of WearComp is to produce
a synergistic combination of human and machine in
which the human performs tasks that it is better at
while the computer performs tasks that it is better at.
Over an extended period of time, WearComp begins
to function as a true extension of the mind and body
and no longer feels as if it is a separate entity. In fact,
the user will often adapt to the apparatus to such a
degree that when taking it off, its absence will feel
uncomfortable in the same way that we adapt to shoes
and clothing to such a degree that without them most
of us would feel extremely uncomfortable (whether
in a public setting, or in an environment in which
we have come to be accustomed to the protection
that shoes and clothing provide). This intimate and
constant bonding is such that the combined capability
resulting in a synergistic whole far exceeds the sum
of its components.
7) Quality of Life: WearComp is capable of enhancing
day-to-day experiences, not just in the workplace, but
in all facets of daily life. It has the capability to
enhance the overall quality of life for many people.
IV. PRACTICAL EMBODIMENTS OF WEARCOMP
The WearComp apparatus consists of a battery-powered
wearable Internet-connected [15] computer system with
miniature eyeglass-mounted screen and appropriate optics
to form the virtual image equivalent to an ordinary desktop
multimedia computer. However, because the apparatus is
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tetherless it travels with the user, presenting a computer
screen that either appears superimposed on top of the real
world or represents the real world as a video image [16].
Due to advances in low-power microelectronics [17] we
are entering a pivotal era in which it will become possible
for us to be inextricably intertwined with computational
technology that will become part of our everyday lives in
a much more immediate and intimate way than in the past.
Physical proximity and constancy were simultaneously
realized by the WearComp Project2 of the 1970’s and
early 1980’s (Fig. 3), which was a first attempt at building
an intelligent “photographer’s assistant” around the body.
It was comprised of a computer system attached to the
body, a display means constantly visible to one or both
eyes, and a means of signal input, including a series of
pushbutton switches and a pointing device (Fig. 4) that the
wearer could hold in one hand to function like a keyboard
and mouse but would still be able to operate the device
while walking around. In this way, the apparatus resituated
the functionality of a desktop multimedia computer with
mouse, keyboard, and video screen as a physical extension
of the user’s body. While the size and weight reductions
of WearComp over the last 20 years have been quite
dramatic, the basic qualitative elements and functionality
have remained essentially the same, apart from the obvious
increase in computational power.
However, what makes WearComp particularly useful in
new and interesting ways, and what makes it particularly
suitable as a basis for humanistic computing, is the collection of other input devices, not all of which are found on
a desktop multimedia computer.
In typical embodiments of WearComp these measurement
(input) devices include the following:
1) ultraminiature cameras concealed inside eyeglasses
and oriented to have the same field of view as the
wearer, thus providing the computer with the wearer’s
“first-person” perspective;
2) one or more additional cameras that afford alternate
points of view (e.g., a rear-looking camera with a
view of what is directly behind the wearer);
3) sets of microphones, typically comprising one set to
capture the sounds of someone talking to the wearer
(typically a linear array across the top of the wearer’s
eyeglasses), and a second set to capture the wearer’s
own speech;
4) biosensors, comprising not just heart rate but full
ECG waveform, as well as respiration, skin conductivity, sweat level, and other quantities [20], each
available as a continuous (sufficiently sampled) timevarying voltage; typically these are connected to the
wearable central processing unit through an eightchannel analog to digital converter;
5) footstep sensors typically comprising an array of
transducers inside each shoe;

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Early embodiments of the author’s original “photographer’s assistant” application of personal imaging. (a) Author
wearing WearComp2, an early 1980’s backpack-based signal processing and personal imaging system with right eye display. Two
antennas operating at different frequencies facilitated wireless
communications over a full-duplex radio link. (b) WearComp4, a
late 1980’s clothing-based signal processing and personal imaging
system with left eye display and beam splitter. Separate antennas
facilitated simultaneous voice, video, and data communication.

2 For a detailed historical account of the WearComp Project, and other
related projects, see [18] and [19].
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Some early input devices (“keyboards” and “mice”) designed and built by the author for WearComp: (a) 1970’s: input
device comprising pushbutton switches mounted to a wooden
hand-grip and (b) 1980’s: input device comprising microswitches
mounted to the handle of an electronic flash. These devices also
incorporated a detachable joystick (controlling two potentiometers), designed as a pointing device for use in conjunction with
the WearComp project.

6) wearable radar systems in the form of antenna arrays
sewn into clothing; these typically operate in the
24.36 GHz range.
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The last three, in particular, are not found on standard
desktop computers, and even the first three, which often are
found on standard desktop computers, appear in a different
context here than they do on a desktop computer. For
example, in WearComp, the camera does not show an image
of the user, as it does typically on a desktop computer, but,
rather, it provides information about the user’s environment.
Furthermore, the general philosophy, as will be described in
Sections V and VI, will be to regard all of the input devices
as measurement devices. Even something as simple as a
camera will be regarded as a measuring instrument within
this signal processing framework.
Certain applications use only a subset of these devices,
but including all of them in the design facilitates rapid
prototyping and experimentation with new applications.
Most embodiments of WearComp are modular, so that
devices can be removed when they are not being used.
A side-effect of this WearComp apparatus is that it
replaces much of the personal electronics that we carry
in our day-to-day living. It enables us to interact with
others through its wireless data communications link, and
therefore replaces the pager and cellular telephone. It allows
us to perform basic computations, thus replacing the pocket
calculator, laptop computer, and PDA. It can record data
from its many inputs, and therefore it replaces and subsumes the portable dictating machine, camcorder, and the
photographic camera. And it can reproduce (“play back”)
audiovisual data, so that it subsumes the portable audio
cassette player. It keeps time, as any computer does, and
this may be displayed when desired, rendering a wristwatch
obsolete. (A calendar program which produces audible,
vibrotactile, or other output also renders the alarm clock
obsolete.)
However, it goes beyond replacing all of these items,
because not only is it currently far smaller and far less
obtrusive than the sum of what it replaces, but these functions are interwoven seamlessly, so that they work together
in a mutually assistive fashion. Furthermore, entirely new
functionalities and new forms of interaction arise, such
as enhanced sensory capabilities, as will be discussed in
Sections V and VI.
A. Building Signal-Processing Devices Directly into Fabric
The wearable signal processing apparatus of the 1970’s
and early 1980’s was cumbersome at best, so an effort was
directed toward not only reducing its size and weight, but,
more importantly, reducing its undesirable and somewhat
obtrusive appearance. Moreover, an effort was also directed
at making an apparatus of a given size and weight more
comfortable to wear and bearable to the user [12] through
bringing components in closer proximity to the body,
thereby reducing torques and moments of inertia. Starting
in 1982, Eleveld and Mann [19] began an effort to build
circuitry directly into clothing. The author coined the term
“smart clothing” to refer to variations of WearComp that
are built directly into clothing, and are characterized by (or
at least an attempt at) making components distributed rather
than lumped whenever possible or practical.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. The “underwearable” signal processing hardware (a) as
worn by author (stripped to the undershirt, which is normally
covered by a sweater or jacket); (b) close-up of underwearable
signal processor, showing webbing for routing of cabling.

It was found [19] that the same apparatus could be made
much more comfortable by bringing the components closer
to the body which had the effect of reducing both the torque
felt bearing the load, as well as the moment of inertia
felt in moving around. This effort resulted in a version
of WearComp called the “Underwearable Computer” [19]
shown in Fig. 5.
Typical embodiments of the underwearable resemble an
athletic undershirt (tank top) made of durable mesh fabric,
upon which a lattice of webbing is sewn. This facilitates
quick reconfiguration in the layout of components, and
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rerouting of cabling. Note that wire ties are not needed to fix
cabling as it is simply run through the webbing, which holds
it in place. All power and signal connections are standardized, so that devices may be installed or removed without
the use of any tools (such as soldering iron) by simply
removing the garment and spreading it out on a flat surface.
Some more recent related work by others [21] also
involves building circuits into clothing, in which a garment
is constructed as a monitoring device to determine the
location of a bullet entry. The underwearable differs from
this monitoring apparatus in the sense that the underwearable is totally reconfigurable in the field, and also in the
sense that it embodies humanistic computing (the apparatus
reported in [21] performs a monitoring function but does
not facilitate human interaction).
In summary, there were three reasons for the signal
processing hardware being “underwearable.”
1) By both distributing the components throughout the
garment and by keeping the components in close
physical proximity to the body, it was found that the
same total weight and bulk could be worn much more
comfortably.
2) Wearing the apparatus underneath ordinary clothing
gave rise to a version of the WearComp apparatus
which had a normal appearance. Although many of
the prototypes were undetectable (covert) to visual
inspection, early prototypes could be detected upon
physical contact with the body by others. However, it
was found that by virtue of social norms the touching
of the body by others (and therefore discovery of
the apparatus) was seldom a problem. Thus making
certain that the apparatus did not have an unsightly
or unusual appearance was found to be sufficient to
integrating into society in a normal way. Unobtrusiveness is essential so that the apparatus does not
interfere with normal social situations, for one cannot
truly benefit from the long-term adaptation process
of humanistic computing unless it is worn nearly
constantly for a period of many years. Two examples
of underwearables, as they normally appear when
worn under clothing, are depicted in Fig. 6, where
the normal appearance is quite evident.
3) The close proximity of certain components to the
body provided additional benefits, such as the ability
to easily integrate measuring apparatus for quantities
such as respiration, heart rate and full ECG waveform,
galvanic skin resistance, etc., of the wearer. The
fact that the apparatus is worn underneath clothing
facilitated direct contact with the body, providing a
much richer measurement space and facilitating new
forms of intelligent signal processing.
1) Remaining Issues of Underwearable Signal Processing
Hardware: This work on “underwearable signal processing
hardware” has taken an important first step toward solving issues of comfort, detectability, and detectability on
physical contact, which remains as a greater technological challenge. Issues such as shielding of electromagnetic
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Covert embodiments of WearComp suitable for use inordinary day-to-day situations. Both
incorporate fully functional UNIX-based computers concealed in the small of the back, with the rest
of the peripherals, analog to digital converters, etc., also concealed under ordinary clothing. Both
incorporate camera-based imaging systems concealed within the eyeglasses, the importance of which
will become evident in Section V in the context of personal imaging. While these prototype units are
detectable by physical contact with the body, detection of the unusual apparatus was not found to be
a problem, since normal social conventions are such that touching of the body is normally only the
domain of those the wearer knows well. As with any prosthetic device, first impressions are important
to normal integration into society, and discovery by those who already know the wearer well (e.g.,
to the extent that close physical contact may occur) typically happens after an initial acceptance
is already established. Other prototypes have been integrated into the clothing in a manner that
feels natural to the wearer and to others who might come into physical contact with the wearer. (a)
Lightweight black and white version completed in 1995. (b) Full-color version completed in 1996,
which included special-purpose digital signal processing hardware based on an array of TMS 320
series processors connected to a UNIX-based host processor, concealed in the small of the back.

radiation have already been largely solved through the use
of conductive undergarments that protect the body from
radiation (especially from the transmitting antennas that
establish the connection to the Internet). In addition to
protecting the wearer who would otherwise be in very close
proximity to the transmitting antennas, such shielding also
improves system operation, for example, by keeping RF
from the transmitter as well as ambient environmental RF
out of the biosensors and measurement instrumentation that
is in direct contact with the body. Many of these practical
issues will be dealt with in future design in moving from
early prototypes of the “underwearable signal processing
system” into production systems.
B. Multidimensional Signal Input for
Humanistic Computing
The close physical proximity of WearComp to the body,
as described earlier, facilitates a new form of signal processing.3 Because the apparatus is in direct contact with the
3 The first wearable computers equipped with multichannel biosensors
were built by the author during the 1980’s and were inspired by a
collaboration with Ghista of McMaster University. More recently, in 1995,
the author put together an improved apparatus based on a Compaq Contura
Aero 486/33 with a ProComp 8 channel analog-to-digital converter, worn
in a Mountainsmith waist bag, and sensors from Thought Technologies
Limited. The author subsequently assisted Healey in duplicating this
system for use in trying to understand human emotions [22].
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body, it may be equipped with various sensory devices. For
example, a tension transducer (pictured leftmost, running
the height of the picture from top to bottom, in Fig. 7) is
typically threaded through and around the underwearable, at
stomach height, so that it measures respiration. Electrodes
are also installed in such a manner that they are in contact
with the wearer’s heart. Various other sensors, such as
an array of transducers in each shoe [23] and a wearable
radar system (described in Section VI) are also included as
sensory inputs to the processor. The ProComp 8 channel
analog-to-digital converter, along with some of the input
devices that are sold with it, is pictured in Fig. 7 together
with the CPU from WearComp6.
1) Safety First!: The importance of personal safety in
the context of this new paradigm in computing must be
emphasized. Since electrical connections are often in close
proximity to the body, and are, in fact, often made directly
to the body (such as when fitting the undergarment with
electrodes that connect to the bare flesh of the user, in
the chest area, for ECG waveform monitoring), the inputs
to which these connections are made must be fully isolated. In the present prototypes, this isolation is typically
accomplished by using a length of fiber-optic cable between
the measurement hardware and the host computer. This
is particularly essential in view of the fact that the host
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ological signal logging device, as is often used in the
medical community, rather, it enables new forms of realtime signal processing for humanistic computing. A simple
example might include a biofeedback-driven video camera.
Picard also suggests its possible use to estimate human
emotion [24].
The emphasis of this paper will be on visual image
processing with the WearComp apparatus. The author’s
dream of the 1970’s, i.e., that of an intelligent wearable
image processing apparatus, is just beginning to come to
fruition.

Fig. 7. Author’s personal imaging system equipped with sensors
for measuring biological signals. The sunglasses in the upper right
are equipped with built-in video cameras and display system. These
look like ordinary sunglasses when worn (wires are concealed
inside the eyeglass holder). At the left side of the picture is an
eight-channel analog-to-digital converter together with a collection
of biological sensors, both manufactured by Thought Technologies
Limited, Canada. At the lower right is an input device called
the “twiddler,” manufactured by HandyKey, and to the left of
that is a Sony Lithium Ion camcorder battery with custom-made
battery holder. In the lower central area of the image is the
computer, equipped with special-purpose video processing/video
capture hardware (visible as the top stack on this stack of PC104
boards). This computer, although somewhat bulky, may be concealed in the small of the back underneath an ordinary sweater.
To the left of the computer is a serial-to-fiber-optic converter
that provides communications to the eight-channel analog-to-digital
converter over a fiber-optic link. Its purpose is primarily one of
safety, to isolate high voltages used in the computer and peripherals
(e.g., the 500 volts or so present in the sunglasses) from the
biological sensors which are in close proximity, typically with very
good connection, to the body of the wearer.

computer may be connected to other devices, such as headmounted displays containing voltages from 500 V to as
high as 9 kV (e.g., in the case of head-mounted displays
containing cathode ray tubes).
Moreover, the presence of high voltages in the eyeglasses
themselves, as well as in other parts of the system (as when
it is interfaced to an electronic flash system which typically
uses voltages ranging from 480 V to 30 kV), requires extra
attention to insulation since it is harder to free oneself from
the apparatus when it is worn than when it is merely carried.
For example, a hand-held electronic flash can be dropped
to the ground easier should it become unstable, while a
wearable system embodies the danger of entrapment in a
failing system.
Furthermore, since batteries may deliver high currents,
there would be the risk of fire, and the prospect of being
trapped in burning clothing, were it not for precautions
taken in limiting current flow. Thus, in addition to improved
high voltage insulation there is also the need to install
current-limiting fuses and the like throughout the garment.
As an additional precaution, all garments are made from
flameproof material. In this regard, especially with the
development of early prototypes over the last 20 years, it
was felt that a healthy sense of paranoia was preferable to
carelessness that might give rise to a dangerous situation.
2) More Than Just a Health Status Monitor: It is important to realize that this apparatus is not merely a bi2134

V. THE PERSONAL IMAGING APPLICATION
HUMANISTIC COMPUTING

OF

A. Some Simple Illustrative Examples
1) Always Ready: From “Point and Click” to “Look and
Think”: Current commercial personal electronics devices
we often carry are just useful enough for us to tolerate
but not good enough to significantly simplify our lives.
For example, when we are on vacation, our camcorder and
photographic camera require enough attention that we often
either miss the pictures we want, or we become so involved
in the process of video or photography that we fail to really
experience the immediate present environment [25].
One ultimate goal of the proposed apparatus and methodology is to “learn” what is visually important to the
wearer and function as a fully automatic camera that
takes pictures without the need for conscious thought or
effort from the wearer. In this way it might summarize
a day’s activities and then automatically generate a gallery
exhibition by transmitting desired images to the World Wide
Web, or to specific friends and relatives who might be
interested in the highlights of one’s travel. The proposed
apparatus, a miniature eyeglass-based imaging system, does
not encumber the wearer with equipment to carry or with
the need to remember to use it, yet because it is recording all
the time into a circular buffer [19] merely overwriting that
which is unimportant, it is always ready. Although some
have noted that the current embodiment of the invention
(still in the prototype stage) is cumbersome enough that
one might not wear it constantly, it is easy to imagine
how, with mass production and miniaturization, smaller and
lighter units could be built, perhaps with the computational
hardware built directly into ordinary glasses. Making the
apparatus small enough to comfortably wear at all times
will lead to a truly constant user-interface.
In the context of the always ready framework, when the
signal processing hardware detects something that might
be of interest, recording can begin in a retroactive sense
(e.g., a command may be issued to start recording from
30 seconds ago), and the decision can later be confirmed
with human input. Of course this apparatus raises some
important privacy questions discussed previously and also
addressed elsewhere in the literature [26], [27].
The system might use the inputs from the biosensors on
the body as a multidimensional feature vector with which to
classify content as important or unimportant. For example,
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it might automatically record a baby’s first steps as the
parent’s eyeglasses and clothing-based intelligent signal
processor make an inference based on the thrill of the
experience. It is often moments like these that we fail to
capture on film: by the time we find the camera and load
it with film, the moment has passed us by.
2) Personal Safety Device for Reducing Crime: A simple
example of where it would be desirable for the device to
operate by itself, without conscious thought or effort, is in
an extreme situation such as if the wearer were attacked by
a robber wielding a shotgun and demanding cash.
In this kind of situation it is desirable that the apparatus
functions autonomously, without conscious effort from the
wearer, even though the wearer might be aware of the signal
processing activities of the measuring (sensory) apparatus
he or she is wearing.
As a simplified example of how the processing is typically done, we know that the wearer’s heart rate, averaged
over a sufficient time window, would likely increase dramatically4 with no corresponding increase in footstep rate
(in fact, footsteps would probably slow at the request of
the gunman). The computer would then make an inference
from the data, and predict a high visual saliency. (If we
simply take heart rate divided by footstep rate, we can get
a first-order approximation of the visual saliency index.) A
high visual saliency triggers recording from the wearer’s
camera at maximal frame rate and also sends these images
together with appropriate messages to friends and relatives
who look at the images to determine whether it is a false
alarm or real danger.5
Such a system is, in effect, using the wearer’s brain as
part of its processing pipeline, because it is the wearer
who sees the shotgun, and not the WearComp apparatus
(e.g., a much harder problem would have been to build
an intelligent machine vision system to process the video
from the camera and determine that a crime was being
committed). Thus, humanistic computing (intelligent signal
processing arising, in part, because of the very existence of
the human user) has solved a problem that would not be
possible using machine-only intelligence.
Furthermore, this example introduces the concept of
“collective connected humanistic computing” because the
signal processing systems also rely on those friends and
relatives to look at the imagery that is wirelessly sent from
4 Perhaps it may stop, or “skip a beat” at first, but over time, on average,
in the time following the event, experience tells us that our hearts beat
faster when frightened.
5 It has been suggested that the robber might become aware that his or
her victim is wearing a personal safety device and try to eliminate it or
perhaps even target it for theft. In anticipation of these possible problems,
personal safety devices operate by continuous transmission of images so
that the assailant cannot erase or destroy the images depicting the crime.
Moreover, the device itself, owing to its customized nature, would be
unattractive and of little value to others, much as are undergarments,
a mouthguard, or prescription eyeglasses. Furthermore, devices may be
protected by a password embedded into a programmable logic device that
functions as a finite state machine, making them inoperable by anyone but
the owner. To protect against passwords being extracted through torture, a
personal distress password may be provided to the assailant by the wearer.
The personal distress password unlocks the system but puts it into a special
tracking and distress notification mode.
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the eyeglass-mounted video camera and makes a decision
as to whether it is a false alarm or real attack. Thus, the
concept of humanistic computing has become blurred across
geographical boundaries and between more than one human
and more than one computer.
3) The Retro-Autofocus Example—Human in the Signal
Processing Loop: The above two examples dealt with
systems which use the human brain, with its unique
processing capability, as one of their components in a
manner in which the overall system operates without
conscious thought or effort. The effect is to provide
a feedback loop of which subconscious or involuntary
processes become an integral part.
An important aspect of humanistic computing is that the
conscious will of the user may be inserted into or removed
from the feedback loop of the entire process at any time.
A very simple example, taken from everyday experience,
rather than another new invention, is now presented.
One of the simplest examples of humanistic computing
is that which happens with some of the early autofocus
single lens reflex (SLR) cameras in which autofocus was a
retrofit feature. The autofocus motor would typically turn
the lens barrel, but the operator could also grab onto the
lens barrel while the autofocus mechanism was making it
turn. Typically the operator could “fight” with the motor and
easily overpower it, since the motor was of sufficiently low
torque. This kind of interaction is particularly useful, for
example, when shooting through a glass window at a distant
object where there are two or three local minima of the
autofocus error function (e.g., focus on particles of dust on
the glass itself, focus on a reflection in the glass, and focus
on the distant object). Thus, when the operator wishes to
focus on the distant object and the camera system is caught
in one of the other local minima (for example, focused on
the glass), the user merely grasps the lens barrel, swings
it around to the approximate desired location (as though
focusing crudely by hand on the desired object of interest),
and lets go so that the camera will then take over and
bring the desired object into sharp focus. This very simple
example illustrates a sort of humanistic intelligent signal
processing in which the intelligent autofocus electronics
of the camera work in close synergy with the intellectual
capabilities of the camera operator. It is this aspect of
humanistic computing that allows the human to step into
and out of the loop at any time and makes it a powerful
paradigm for intelligent signal processing.
B. Mathematical Framework for Personal Imaging
The theoretical framework for humanistic computing
is based on processing a series of inputs from various
wearable sensory apparatus in a manner that regards each
one of these as belonging to a measurement space; each
of the inputs (except for the computer’s keyboard-like
input device comprised of binary pushbutton switches) is
regarded as a measurement instrument to be linearized in
some meaningful continuous underlying physical quantity.
Since the emphasis of this paper is on personal imaging,
the treatment here will focus on the wearable camera (dis2135

cussed here in Section V) and the wearable radar (discussed
later in Section VI). The other measurement instruments are
important, but their role is primarily to facilitate harnessing
and amplification of the human intellect for purposes of
processing data from the imaging apparatus.
The theoretical framework for processing video is based
on regarding the camera as an array of light-measuring
instruments capable of measuring how the scene or objects
in view of the camera respond to light.6 This framework
has two important special cases, the first of which is based
on a quantifiable self-calibration procedure and the second
of which is based on algebraic projective geometry as a
means of combining information from images related to
one another by a projective coordinate transformation.
These two special cases of the theory are now presented
in Sections V-B1 and V-B2 respectively, and both are
brought together in Section V-B3. The theory is applicable
to standard photographic or video cameras, as well as to
the wearable camera and personal imaging system.
1) Quantigraphic Imaging and the Wyckoff Principle: It
should be noted that the goal of quantigraphic imaging,
to regard the camera as an array of light-measuring instruments, is quite different from the goals of other related
research [29] in which there is an attempt to separate the
reflectance of objects from their illumination. Indeed, while
Stockham’s effort was focused on separately processing
the effects due to reflectance and scene illumination [29],
quantigraphic imaging takes a camera-centric viewpoint,
and it does not attempt to model the cause of the light entering the camera but merely determines, to within a single
unknown scalar constant, the quantity of light entering the
camera from each direction in space. Quantigraphic imaging measures neither radiometric irradiance nor photometric
illuminance (since the camera will not necessarily have the
same spectral response as the human eye, or, in particular,
that of the photopic spectral luminous efficiency function as
determined by the Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage
(CIE) and standardized in 1924). Instead, quantigraphic
imaging measures the quantity of light integrated over
the particular spectral response of the camera system in
units that are quantifiable (e.g., linearized) in much the
same way that a photographic light meter measures in
quantifiable (linear or logarithmic) units. However, just as
the photographic light meter imparts to the measurement its
own spectral response (e.g., a light meter using a selenium
cell will impart the spectral response of selenium cells to
the measurement) quantigraphic imaging accepts that there
will be a particular spectral response of the camera which
will define the quantigraphic unit of measure.
A field of research closely related to Stockham’s approach is that of colorimetry, in the context of the so-called
color constancy problem [30], [31] in which there is an
attempt made to determine the true color of an object
irrespective of the color of the illuminant. Thus, solving
the color constancy problem, for example, might amount to
being able to recognize the color of an object and ignore the
6 This
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“lightspace” theory was first written about in detail in 1992 [28].

orange color cast of indoor tungsten lamps, or ignore the
relatively bluish cast arising from viewing the same object
under the illumination of the sky outdoors. Quantigraphic
imaging, on the other hand, makes no such attempt, and it
provides a true measure of the light arriving at the camera
without any attempt to determine whether color effects are
owing to the natural color of an object or the color of the
illumination.
Quantigraphic imaging, however, may be an important
first step to solving the color constancy problem—once we
know how much light is arriving from each direction in
space in each of the spectral bands of the sensor, and we
have a measure of these quantities that is linearized, we
can then apply to these quantigraphic images any of the
traditional mathematical image processing frameworks such
as those of Stockham [29], Venetsanopoulos [32], or those
from color theory. Quantigraphic imaging may also be a
first step to other uses of the image data, whether they
be for machine vision or simply for the production of a
visually pleasing picture.
The special case of quantigraphic imaging presented here
in Section V-B1 pertains to a fixed camera (e.g., as one
would encounter in mounting the camera on a tripod).
Clearly this is not directly applicable to the wearable camera
system, except perhaps in the case of images acquired in
very rapid succession. However, this theory, when combined with the Video Orbits theory of Section V.B-2, is
found to be useful in the context of the personal imaging
system, as will be described in Section V-B3.
Fully automatic methods of seamlessly combining differently exposed pictures to extend dynamic range have been
proposed [33], [34] and are summarized here.
Most everyday scenes have a far greater dynamic range
than can be recorded on a photographic film or electronic
imaging apparatus (whether it be a digital still camera,
consumer video camera, or eyeglass-based personal imaging apparatus as described in this paper). However, a set
of pictures that are identical except for their exposure,
collectively show us much more dynamic range than any
single picture from that set and also allow the camera’s
response function to be estimated within a single constant
scalar unknown.
A set of functions
(1)
are scalar constants, is known as a Wyckoff
where
when
set [35], [19], and describes a set of images
is the spatial coordinate of a piece of film or
the continuous spatial coordinates of the focal plane of an
electronic imaging array, is the quantity of light falling
on the sensor array, and is the unknown nonlinearity of
the camera’s response function (assumed to be invariant to
).
Because of the effects of noise (quantization noise, sensor
noise, etc.), in practical imaging situations, the dark (often
underexposed) pictures show us highlight details of the
scene that might have been overcome by noise (e.g., washed
out) had the picture been properly exposed. Similarly, the
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light pictures show us some shadow detail that might not
have appeared above the noise threshold had the picture
been properly exposed.
A means of simultaneously estimating and , given a
, has been proposed [33], [35], [19]. A brief
Wyckoff set
outline of this method follows. For simplicity of illustration
(without loss of generality), suppose that the Wyckoff set
and
,
contains two pictures,
differing only in exposure (e.g., where the second image
received times as much light as the first). Photographic
E”
film is traditionally characterized by the so-called “D
(density versus log exposure) characteristic curve [36], [37].
Similarly, in the case of electronic imaging, we may also
so that one
use logarithmic exposure units
units darker than the other
image will be
(2)
The existence of an inverse for follows from the semimonotonicity assumption [35], [19]. (We expect any reasonable camera to provide a semimonotonic relation between
quantity of light received, , and the pixel value reported.)
Since the logarithm function is also monotonic, the problem
is reduced to that of estimating the semimonotonic function
and the scalar constant
given two
and
pictures
(3)
Thus
(4)
provides a recipe for “registering” (appropriately lightening
or darkening) the second image to match the first. This
registration procedure differs from the image registration
procedure commonly used in image resolution enhancement
(to be described in Section V-B2) because it operates on
as opposed to its
the range (tonal range) of the image
. (In Section V-B3,
domain (spatial coordinates)
registration in both domain and range will be addressed.)
Once is determined, each picture becomes a different
estimate of the same true quantity of light falling on each
pixel of the image sensor
(5)
Thus one may regard each of these measurements (pixels)
as a light meter (sensor element) that has some nonlinearity followed by a quantization to a measurement having
typically 8-bit precision.
It should be emphasized that most image processing
algorithms incorrectly assume that the camera response
function is linear (e.g., almost all current image processing, such as blurring, sharpening, unsharp masking, etc.,
operates linearly on the image) while in fact it is seldom
linear. Even Stockham’s homomorphic filtering [29], which
advocates taking the log, applying linear filtering, and then
taking the antilog, fails to capture the correct nonlinearity
[19], [35] as it ignores the true nonlinearity of the sensor
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array. It has recently been shown [35], [19] that in the
absence of any knowledge of the camera’s nonlinearity
an approximate one-parameter parametric model of the
camera’s nonlinear response is far better than assuming it
is linear or logarithmic. Of course, finding the true response
function of the camera allows one to do even better, as one
may then apply linear signal processing methodology to the
original light falling on the image sensor.
2) Video Orbits: A useful assumption in the domain of
“personal imaging” is that of zero parallax, whether this
be for obtaining a first-order estimate of the yaw, pitch,
and roll of the wearer’s head [20], or making an important
first step in the more difficult problem of estimating depth
and structure from a scene.7 Thus, in this section, the
assumption is that most of the image motion arises from
that of generating an environment map, zero-parallax is
assumed.
The problem of assembling multiple pictures of the same
scene into a single image commonly arises in mapmaking
(with the use of aerial photography) and photogrammetry
[44], where zero-parallax is also generally assumed. Many
of these methods require human interaction (e.g., selection
of features), and it is desired to have a fully automated
system that can assemble images from the eyeglass-based
camera. Fully automatic featureless methods of combining
multiple pictures have been previously proposed [45], [46],
but with an emphasis on subpixel image shifts; the underlying assumptions and models (affine and pure translation,
respectively) were not capable of accurately describing
more macroscopic image motion. A characteristic of video
captured from a head-mounted camera is that it tends to
have a great deal more macroscopic image motion and
a great deal more perspective “cross-chirping” between
adjacent frames of video, while the assumptions of static
scene content and minimal parallax are still somewhat valid.
This assumption arises for the following reasons.
1) Unlike the heavy hand-held cameras of the past, the
personal imaging apparatus is very lightweight.
2) Unlike the hand-held camera which extends outward
from the body, the personal imaging apparatus is
mounted close to the face. This results in a much
lower moment of inertia so that the head can be
rotated quickly. Although the center of projection of
the wearable camera is not located at the center of
rotation of the neck, it is much closer than with a
hand-held camera.
It was found that the typical video generated from the
personal imaging apparatus was characterized by rapid
sweeps or pans (rapid turning of the head), which tended
to happen over much shorter time intervals and therefore
dominated over second-order effects such as parallax and
scene motion [19]. The proposed method also provides an
indication of its own failure, and this can be used as a
feature rather than a “bug” (e.g., so that the WearComp
system is aware of scene motion, scene changes, etc., by
7 First modeling the motion as a projective coordinate transformation,
and then estimating the residual epipolar structure or the like [38]–[43].
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virtue of its ability to note when the algorithm fails). Thus
the projective group of coordinate transformations captures
the essence of video from the WearComp apparatus.8
Accordingly, two featureless methods of estimating the
parameters of a projective group of coordinate transformations were first proposed in [33] and in more detail in [35],
one direct and one based on optimization (minimization of
an objective function). Both of these methods are multiscale
(e.g., use a coarse to fine pyramid scheme), and both repeat
the parameter estimation at each level (to compute the
residual errors). Although one might be tempted to call both
iterative, it is preferable to refer to the direct method as
repetitive to emphasize that it does not require a nonlinear
optimization procedure such as Levenberg–Marquardt [48],
[49] or the like. Instead, it uses repetition with the correct
law of composition on the projective group, going from
one pyramid level to the next by application of the group’s
law of composition. A method similar to the author’s
optimization method was later proposed in [35] and [50].
The author’s direct method has also been subsequently
described in more detail [51].
The author’s direct featureless method for estimating
the eight scalar parameters9 of an exact projective (homographic) coordinate transformation is now described. In the
context of personal imaging, this result is used with multiple
images to seamlessly combine images of the same scene or
object, resulting in a single image (or new image sequence)
of greater resolution or spatial extent.
Many papers have been published on the problems of
motion estimation and frame alignment. (For review and
comparison, see [52].) In this section, the emphasis is on the
importance of using the “exact” eight-parameter projective
coordinate transformation [51], particularly in the context
of the head-worn miniature camera.
The most common assumption (especially in motion
estimation for coding, and optical flow for computer vision)
is that the coordinate transformation between frames is
translation. Tekalp et al. [46] have applied this assumption
to high-resolution image reconstruction. Although translation is less simple to implement than other coordinate
transformations, it is poor at handling large changes due to
camera zoom, rotation, pan, and tilt. Zheng and Chellappa
[53] considered the image registration problem using a
subset of the affine model—translation, rotation, and scale.
Other researchers [45], [54] have assumed affine motion
(six parameters) between frames.
The only model that properly captures the “keystoning”
and “chirping” effects of projective geometry is the projective coordinate transformation. However, because the
parameters of the projective coordinate transformation had
traditionally been thought to be mathematically and computationally too difficult to solve, most researchers have used
8 The additional one-time download of a lens distortion map into
WearComp’s coordinate transformation hardware eliminates its lens distortion, which would otherwise be very large owing to the covert (and
therefore small) size of the lens, and in engineering compromises necessary
to its design. The Campbell method [47] is used to estimate the lens
distortion for this one-time coordinate transformation map.
9 Published in detail in [51].
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the simpler affine model or other approximations to the
projective model. The eight-parameter pseudoperspective
model [39] does, in fact, capture both the converging lines
and the chirping of a projective coordinate transformation,
but not the true essence of projective geometry.
Of course, the desired “exact” eight parameters come
from the projective group of coordinate transformations, but
they have been perceived as being notoriously difficult to
estimate. The parameters for this model have been solved
by Tsai and Huang [55], but their solution assumed that
features had been identified in the two frames, along with
their correspondences. The main contribution of the result
summarized in this section is a simple featureless means of
automatically solving for these eight parameters.
A group is a set upon which there is defined an associative law of composition (closure, associativity) which
contains at least one element (identity) who’s composition
with another element leaves it unchanged, and for which
every element of the set has an inverse. A group of
operators together with a set of operands form a so-called
group operation.10 In the context of a Lie group of spatial
coordinate transformation operators acting on a set of visual
images as operands, such a group is also known as a Lie
group of transformations [57].
Note that Hoffman’s use of the term “transformation”
is not synonymous with “homomorphism” [56] as is often
the case in group theory, such as when a transformation
acts on a law of composition between elements
,
. Instead, what is meant
such that
by “transformation,” in the context of this paper, is a
change in coordinates of a picture (image). Thus, in the
context of this paper, transformations act on images, not
on elements of the group (which happens to be a group
of transformation operators).
As in [57], coordinate transformations are operators selected from a group and the set of images are the operands.
This group of operators and set of images form the group
action in the sense defined in [56]. When the coordinate
transformations form a group, then two such coordinate
and , acting in succession on an imtransformations,
by doing a coordinate transformation, followed
age (e.g.,
by a further coordinate transformation corresponding to ,
acting on that result) can be replaced by a single coordinate
transformation. That single coordinate transformation is
given by the law of composition in the group. The orbit of
a particular element of the set, under the group operation
[56], is the new set formed by applying to it all possible
operators from the group.
Thus, the orbit is a collection of pictures formed from one
picture through applying all possible projective coordinate
transformations to that picture. This set is referred to as the
“video orbit” of the picture in question [51]. Equivalently,
we may imagine a static scene in which the wearer of
the personal imaging system is standing at a single fixed
location. He or she generates a family of images in the same

10 Also

known as a group action or G-set [56].
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orbit of the projective group of transformations by looking
around (rotation of the head).11
The coordinate transformations of interest, in the context
of this paper
(6)
define an operator

that acts on the images as follows:
(7)

As it is well known [59], the optical flow field in 2-D
is underconstrained. The model of pure translation at every
point has two parameters, but there is only one equation
(12) to solve, thus it is common practice to compute the
optical flow over some neighborhood, which must be at
least two pixels but is generally taken over a small block,
3 3, 5 5, or sometimes larger (e.g., the entire image, as
in the video orbits algorithm described here).
However, rather than estimating the two-parameter translational flow, the task here is to estimate the eight parameter
projective flow (6) by minimizing

is parameterized by
, and
.
These operators may be applied to an image in succession, this succession being defined, for example, with such
and
, as
operators,

where the operator

(8)
(9)

(13)
Although a sophisticated nonlinear optimization procedure, such as Levenberg–Marquardt, may be applied
to solve (13), it has been found that solving a slightly
different but much easier problem allows us to estimate
the parameters more directly and accurately for a given
amount of computation [51]

(10)
from which we can see that the operators can be represented
as 2 2 matrixes, and that the law of composition defined
on these operators can be represented by matrix multiplication. Associativity follows from matrix multiplication. The
matrix

(14)
(This amounts to weighting the sum differently.)
Differentiating (13) with respect to the free parameters
, and , and setting the result to zero gives the following linear solution:

(11)
is the identity
represents the identity operation where
matrix [1, 0; 0, 1].
The “video orbit” of a given two-dimensional (2-D)
frame is defined to be the set of all images that can be
produced by applying operators from the 2-D projective
group of coordinate transformations (6) to the given image.
Hence, the problem may be restated: given a set of images
that lie in the same orbit of the group, find for each image
pair that operator in the group which takes one image to
the other image.
and
If two frames of the video image sequence, say,
, are in the same orbit, then there is a group operation
such that the mean-squared error (MSE) between
and
is zero. In practice, however, the element
of the group that takes one image “nearest” the other is
found (e.g., there will be a certain amount of error due to
violations in the assumptions due to noise such as parallax,
interpolation error, edge effects, changes in lighting, depth
of focus, etc.).
The brightness constancy constraint equation [59], which
gives the flow velocity components, is

(15)
where

(12)

.
In practice, this process has been further improved by
making an initial estimate using methods such as described
in [60], [61], [62], as well as [63].
3) Dynamic Range and “Dynamic Domain”: The contribution of this section is a simple method of “scanning” out
a scene, from a fixed point in space, by panning, tilting, or
rotating a camera, whose gain (automatic exposure, electronic level control, automatic iris, automatic gain control
(AGC), or the like)12 is also allowed to change of its own
accord (i.e., arbitrarily).
Nyquist showed how a signal can be reconstructed from
a sampling of finite resolution in the domain (e.g., space or
time), but he assumed infinite dynamic range (e.g., infinite
precision or word length per sample). On the other hand,
if we have infinite spatial resolution but limited dynamic
range (even if we have only 1 bit of image depth), Curtis
and Oppenheim [64] showed that we can also obtain perfect
reconstruction using an appropriate modulation function.

resulting collection of images may be characterized by fewer
parameters through application of the Hartley constraint [58], [35] to an
estimate of a projective coordinate transformations.

12 For simplicity, all these methods of automatic exposure control are
referred to as AGC in this paper, whether or not they are actually
implemented using an AGC circuit or otherwise.

11 The
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In the case of the personal imaging system, we typically
begin with images that have very low spatial resolution and
very poor dynamic range (video cameras tend to have poor
dynamic range, and this poor performance is especially true
of the small charge coupled devices (CCD’s) that the author uses in constructing unobtrusive lightweight systems).
Thus, since we lack both spatial and tonal resolution, we
are not at liberty to trade some of one for more of the other.
Thus the problem of “spatiotonal” (simultaneous spatial and
tonal) resolution enhancement is of particular interest in
personal imaging.
In Section V-B1, a new method of allowing a camera to
self-calibrate was proposed. This methodology allowed the
tonal range to be significantly improved. In Section V-B2,
a new method of resolution enhancement was described.
This method allowed the spatial range to be significantly
enhanced. In this section, a method of enhancing both the
tonal range and the spatial domain resolution of images is
proposed. It is particularly applicable to processing video
from miniature covert eyeglass-mounted cameras because
it allows very noisy low-quality video signals to provide
not only high-quality images of great spatiotonal definition,
but also a rich and accurate photometric measurement space
which may be of significant use to intelligent signal processing algorithms. That it provides not only high-quality
images but also linearized measurements of the quantity of
light arriving at the eyeglasses from each possible direction
of gaze follows from a generalization of the photometric
measurement process outlined in Section V-B1.
Most notably, this generalization of the method no longer
assumes that the camera need be mounted on a tripod, but
only that the images fall in the same orbit of a larger group,
called the “projectivity gain” group of transformations.
Thus, the apparatus can be easily used without conscious
thought or effort, which gives rise to new intelligent signal
processing capabilities. The method works as follows. As
the wearer of the apparatus looks around, the portion of
the field of view that controls the gain (usually the central
region of the camera’s field of view) will be pointed toward
different objects in the scene. Suppose, for example, that
the wearer is looking at someone so that their face is
centered in the frame of the camera, . Now suppose that
the wearer tips his or her head upward so that the camera
is pointed at a light bulb up on the ceiling, but that the
person’s face is still visible at the bottom of the frame,
. Because the light bulb has moved into the center of the
frame, the camera’s AGC causes the entire image to darken
significantly. Thus these two images, which both contain
the face of the person to whom the wearer is talking, will
be very differently exposed. When registered in the spatial
sense (e.g., through the appropriate projective coordinate
transformation), they will be identical over the region of
overlap, except for exposure, if we assume that the wearer
swings his or her head around quickly enough to make
any movement in the person he is talking to negligible.
While this assumption is not always true, there are certain
times that it is true (e.g., when the wearer swings his or
her head quickly from left to right and objects in the scene
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are moving relatively slowly). Because the algorithm can
tell when the assumptions are true (by virtue of the error),
during the times it is true it uses the multiple estimates
of , the quantity of light received, to construct a high
definition environment map.
An example of an image sequence captured with a
covert eyeglass-based version of the author’s WearComp7
invention and transmitted wirelessly to the Internet appears
in Fig. 8.
Clearly, in this application AGC, which has previously
been regarded as a serious impediment to machine vision
and intelligent image processing, becomes an advantage. By
providing a collection of images with differently exposed
but overlapping scene content, additional information about
the scene, as well as the camera (information that can be
used to determine the camera’s response function, ) is
obtained. The ability to have, and even benefit from AGC
is especially important for WearCam contributing to the
hands-free nature of the apparatus so that one need not
make any adjustments when, for example, entering a dimly
lit room from a brightly lit exterior.
The group of spatiotonal image transformations of interest is defined in terms of projective coordinate transformations, taken together with the one-parameter group of gain
changes (image darkening/lightening) operations

(16)
where characterizes the gain operation. These coordinate
transformations admit a group representation
(17)
giving the law of composition defined by matrix multiplication.
Two successive frames of a video sequence are related
through a group-action that is near the identity of the group,
thus the Lie algebra of the group provides the structure
locally. As in previous work [34], an approximate model
which matches the “exact” model in the neighborhood of
the identity is used, together with the law of composition in
the group (i.e., all of the manipulation and composition of
multiple coordinate transformations is based on the algebra
of the “exact” model, even though an approximate model
is used in the innermost loop of the computation).
To construct a single floating-point image of increased
spatial extent and increased dynamic range, first the images are spatiotonally registered (brought not just into
register in the traditional “domain motion” sense, but also
brought into the same tonal scale through quantigraphic
gain adjustment). This form of spatiotonal transformation
is illustrated in Fig. 9, where all the images are transformed
into the coordinates of the first image of the sequence,
and in Fig. 10, where all the images are transformed into
the coordinates of the last frame in the image sequence. It
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. The “fire-exit” sequence captured using a covert eyeglass-based personal imaging system
with AGC. Here, every third frame of the ten-frame image sequence is shown. As the camera pans
across to take in more of the open doorway, the image brightens up showing more of the interior,
while, at the same time, clipping highlight detail. (a) Frame 0 shows the writing on the white paper
taped to the door very clearly, but the interior is completely black. (b) In Frame 3 the paper is
obliterated—it is so “washed out” that we can no longer read what is written on it. Although the
interior is getting brighter at this point, it is still not discernible in Frame 3—we can see neither
what is written on the paper, nor what is at the end of the dark corridor. However, as the author
turns his head to the right, pointing the camera into the dark corridor, more and more detail of the
interior becomes visible as we proceed through the sequence, revealing the inner depths of the long
dark corridor, and showing that the fire exit is blocked by the clutter inside.

should be noted that the final quantigraphic composite can
be made in the coordinates of any of the images. The choice
of reference frame is arbitrary since the result is a floating
point image array (not quantized). Furthermore, the final
composite need not even be expressed in the spatiotonal
coordinates of any of the incoming images. For example,
quantigraphic coordinates (linear in the original light falling
on the image array) may be used to provide an array of
measurements that linearly represent the quantity of light to
within a single unknown scalar constant for the entire array.
Once spatiotonally registered, each pixel of the output
image is constructed from a weighted sum of the images
whose coordinate-transformed bounding boxes fall within
that pixel. The weights in the weighted sum are the socalled “certainty functions,” which are found by evaluating
MANN: HUMANISTIC COMPUTING

the derivative of the corresponding estimated effective
characteristic function at the pixel value in question [65].
, is fixed for a given
Although the response function
depends
camera, the “effective response function”
associated with frame in the image
on the exposure
sequence.
The composite image may be explored interactively on a
computer system (Fig. 11). This makes the personal imaging apparatus into a remote camera in which viewers on the
World Wide Web experience something similar to a QuickTime virtual reality (VR) environment map [66], except
with some new additional controls allowing them to move
around in the environment map both spatially and tonally.
It should be noted that the environment map was generated by a covert wearable apparatus simply by looking
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Images of Fig. 8 expressed in the spatiotonal coordinates of the first image in the sequence:
(a) frame 0, (b) frame 3, (c) frame 6, and (d) frame 9. Note both the keystoning and chirping effect
of the images toward the end of the sequence, indicating the spatial coordinate transformation, as
well as the darkening, indicating the tone scale adjustment, both of which make the images match
(a). Prior to quantization for printing in this figure, the images that were most severely darkened
[e.g., (b) and (c)] to match (d) contained a tremendous deal of shadow detail owing to the fact that
the quantigraphic step sizes are much smaller when compressed into the range of (a).

around, and that no special tripod or the like was needed,
nor was there significant conscious thought or effort required. In contrast to this proposed method of building
environment maps, consider what must be done to build
an environment map using QuickTime VR.
despite more than twenty years photographic
experience, Charbonneau needed to learn new approaches for this type of photography. First, a
special tripod rig is required, as the camera must
be completely level for all shots. A 35-mm camera
with a lens wider than 28 mm is best, and the camera
should be set vertically instead of horizontally on
the tripod. Exposure is another key element. Blending together later will be difficult unless identical
exposure is used for all views [66].
The constraint of the QuickTime VR method and many
other methods reported in the literature [50], [41], [43],
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i.e., that all pictures be taken with identical exposure, is
undesirable for the following reasons.
1) It requires a more expensive camera as well as a
nonstandard way of shooting (most low cost cameras
have automatic exposure that cannot be disabled, and
even on cameras where the AGC can be disabled,
AGC is still used so the methods will seldom work
with pre-existing video that was not shot in this
special manner).
2) Imposing that all pictures be taken with the same
exposure means that those images shot in bright areas
of the scene will be grossly overexposed, while those
shot in dark areas will be grossly underexposed.
Normally the AGC would solve this problem and
adjust the exposure as the camera pans around the
scene, but since it must be shut off, shooting all
the pictures at the same exposure will mean that
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 86, NO. 11, NOVEMBER 1998

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10. Images of Fig. 8 expressed in the spatiotonal coordinates of the last image in the sequence:
(a) frame 0, (b) frame 3, (c) frame 6, and (d) frame 9. Before requantization for printing in this
figure, (d) had the highest level of highlight detail owing to is very small quantigraphic quantization
step size in the bright areas of the image.

most scenes will not record well. Thus, special studio
lighting is often required to carefully ensure that
everything in the scene is equally illuminated.
In contrast to the prior art, the proposed method allows
natural scenes of extremely high dynamic range to be
captured from a covert eyeglass-mounted camera by simply
looking around. The natural AGC of the camera ensures
that: 1) the camera will adjust itself to correctly expose
various areas of the scene, so that no matter how bright
or dark (within a very large range) objects in the scene
are, they will be properly represented without saturation
or cutoff and 2) the natural ebb and flow of the gain, as
it tends to fluctuate, will ensure that there is a great deal
of overlapping scene content that is differently exposed,
and thus the same quantities of light from each direction
in space will be measured with a large variety of different
quantization steps. In this way, it will not be necessary to
deliberately shoot at different apertures in order to obtain
the Wyckoff effect.
Once the final image composite, which reports, up to
a single unknown scalar, the quantity of light arriving
MANN: HUMANISTIC COMPUTING

from each direction in space, it may also be reduced
back to an ordinary (i.e., nonquantigraphic) picture by
evaluating it with the function . Furthermore, if desired,
prior to evaluating it with , a lateral inhibition similar
to that of the human visual system may be applied to
reduce its dynamic range so that it may be presented on
a medium of limited display resolution, such as a printed
page (Fig. 12). It should be noted that this quantigraphic
filtering process (that of producing 12) would reduce to
a variant of homomorphic filtering in the case of a single
, in the sense that would be treated to a global
image
(to obtain ), then linearly processed (e.g.,
nonlinearity
with unsharp masking or the like), and then the nonlinearity
would be undone by applying
(18)
is the output (or composite) image and is the
where
linear filtering operation. Images sharpened in this way
tend to have a much richer, more pleasing and natural
appearance [19] than those that are sharpened according to
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Fig. 11. Virtual camera: floating point projectivity gain image composite constructed from the
fire-exit sequence. The dynamic range of the image is far greater than that of a computer screen or
printed page. The quantigraphic information may be interactively viewed on the computer screen,
however, not only as an environment map (with pan, tilt, and zoom), but also with control of
“exposure” and contrast.

either a linear filter or the variant of homomorphic filtering
suggested by Stockham [29].
Perhaps the greatest value of quantigraphic imaging, apart
from its ability to capture high-quality pictures that are
visually appealing, is its ability to measure the quantity
of light arriving from each direction in space. In this way,
quantigraphic imaging turns the camera into an array of
accurate light meters. Furthermore, the process of making
these measurements is activity driven in the sense that areas
of interest in the scene will attract the attention of the
human operator, so that he or she will spend more time
looking at those parts of the scene. In this way, those parts
of the scene of greatest interest will be observed with the
greatest variety of quantization steps (e.g., with the richest
collection of differently quantized measurements) and will
therefore, without conscious thought or effort on the part of
the wearer, be automatically emphasized in the composite
representation. This natural foveation process arises, not
because the AI problem has been solved and built into
the camera so that it knows what is important, but simply
because the camera is using the operator’s brain as its guide
to visual saliency. Because the camera does not take any
conscious thought or effort to operate, it resides on the
human host without presenting the host with any burden, yet
it benefits greatly from this form of humanistic computing.
4) Bifoveated WearCam: The natural foveation, arising
from the symbiotic relationship between human and ma2144

chine (humanistic computing) described in Section V-B3
may be further accentuated by building a camera system
that is itself foveated.
Accordingly, the author designed and built a number
of WearComp embodiments containing more than one
electronic imaging array. One common variant, with a wideangle camera in landscape orientation combined with a
telephoto camera in portrait orientation, was found to be
particularly useful for humanistic computing: the wide camera provided the overall contextual information from the
wearer’s perspective, while the other (telephoto) provided
close-up details, such as faces.
This “bifoveated” scheme was found to work well within
the context of the spatiotonal model described in the
previous Section (V-B3).
One realization of the apparatus comprised two cameras
concealed in a pair of ordinary eyeglasses and is depicted
in Fig. 13. It should be noted that there are precedents
for display-only systems, such as Kaiser ElectroOptical’s
head-mounted display product, but that the use of multiple
resolution levels within the current invention is new.
Signal processing with respect to bifoveated cameras is
a special consideration. In particular, since the geometry of
one camera is fixed (in epoxy or the like) with respect to
the other, there exists a fixed coordinate transformation that
maps any image captured on the wide camera to one that
was captured on the foveal camera at the same time. Thus,
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 86, NO. 11, NOVEMBER 1998

Fig. 12. Fixed-point image made by tone-scale adjustments that are only locally monotonic,
followed by quantization to 256 greylevels. Note that we can see clearly both the small piece
of white paper on the door (and even read what it says—“COFFEE HOUSE CLOSED”), as well
as the details of the dark interior. Note that we could not have captured such a nicely exposed
image using an on-camera “fill-flash” to reduce scene contrast because the fill-flash would mostly
light up the areas near the camera (which happen to be the areas that are already too bright),
while hardly affecting objects at the end of the dark corridor which are already too dark. Thus,
one would need to set up additional photographic lighting equipment to obtain a picture of this
quality. This image demonstrates the advantage of a small lightweight personal imaging system
built unobtrusively into a pair of eyeglasses, in that an image of very high quality was captured by
simply looking around without entering the corridor. This might be particularly useful if trying to
report a violation of fire-safety laws, while at the same time not appearing to be trying to capture an
image. The success of the covert, high-definition image capture device suggests possible applications
in investigative journalism, or simply to allow ordinary citizens to report violations of fire safety
without alerting the perpetrators.

when there is a large jump between images captured on the
foveal camera—a jump too large to be considered in the
neighborhood of the identity—signal processing algorithms
may look to the wide camera for a contextual reference
(owing to the greater overlap between images captured on
the wide camera), apply the estimation algorithm to the
two wide images, and then relate these to the two foveal
images. Furthermore, additional signal inputs may be taken
from miniature wearable radar systems, inertial guidance or
an electronic compass built into the eyeglasses or clothing.
These extra signals typically provide ground-truth as well as
cross-validation of the estimates reported by the proposed
algorithm. The procedure (described in more detail in [20])
is illustrated in Fig. 14.
5) Lightspace Modeling for Humanistic Computing: The
result of quantigraphic imaging is that, with the appropriate
signal processing, WearComp can measure the quantity
of light arriving from each angle in space. Furthermore,
because it has display capability (usually the camera sensor
array and display element are both mounted in the same
eyeglass frame), it may also direct rays of light into the eye.
Suppose that the display element has a response function .
The entire apparatus (camera, display, and signal processing
circuits) may be used to create an “illusion of transparency”
,
through display of the quantity
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where
is the image from the camera. In this way, the
wearer sees “through” (i.e., by virtue of) the camera,13 and
would be blind to outside objects in the region over which
the apparatus operates if not for the camera.
Now suppose that a filter is inserted into the “reality
stream” by virtue of the appropriate signal processing on
prior to display on
the incoming images
(19)
In this context, is called the “visual filter” [16] and may
be more than just a linear spatial filtering operation. As
such that it
a trivial but illustrative example, consider
operates spatially to flip the image left–right. This would
make the apparatus behave like the left–right reversing
glasses that Kohler [67] and Dolezal [68] made from
prisms for their psychophysical experiments. [See Fig. 15;
mediated reality (MR).] In general, through the appropriate
selection of , the perception of visual reality may be
augmented, deliberately diminished (e.g., to emphasize
certain objects by diminishing the perception of all but those
objects) or otherwise altered.
13 In some embodiments of WearComp, only a portion of the visual field
is mediated in this way. Such an experience is referred to as “partially
mediated reality” [16].
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experience our point of view vicariously (e.g., here a
spouse can see that the wearer is at the bank, and send a
reminder to check on the status of a loan or pay a forgotten
bill), but it can also allow the wearer to allow the distant
spouse to mediate the perception of reality. Such mediation
may range from simple annotation of objects in the “reality
stream” to completely altering the perception of reality.
Other examples of computer-mediated reality include
lightspace modeling, so that the response of everyday
objects to light can be characterized, and thus the objects
can be recognized as belonging to the same orbit of the
group of transformations described in this paper. This
approach facilitated such efforts as a way-finding apparatus
that prevented the wearer from getting lost, as well as an
implementation of Feiner’s Post-It-note metaphor using a
wearable tetherless device, so that messages could be left
on everyday objects.
VI. BEYOND VIDEO: SYNTHETIC SYNESTHESIA
PERSONAL IMAGING
The manner in which WearComp, with its rich multidimensional measurement and signal processing space,
facilitates enhanced environmental awareness is perhaps
best illustrated by way of the author’s effort of the 1980’s
at building a system to assist the visually challenged. This
device, which used radar rather than video as the input
modality, is now described.
AND

Fig. 13. Author’s multicamera personal imaging system with two
miniature cameras and display built into ordinary eyeglasses. This
bifoveated scheme was found to be useful in a host of applications
ranging from crime-reduction (personal safety/personal documentary) to situational awareness and shared visual memory.

Fig. 14. Signal processing approach for bifoveated WearCam.
Note also that the spatial coordinates are propagated according
to the projective group’s law of composition while the gain
parameters between the wide-camera and foveal-camera are not
directly coupled.

One feature of this wearable tetherless computermediated reality system is that the wearer can choose
to allow others to alter his or her visual perception of
reality over an Internet-connected wireless communications
channel. (An example of such a shared environment map
appears in Fig. 16.) This map not only allows others to
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A. Synthetic Synesthesia: Adding New
Sensory Capabilities to the Body
The addition of a new sensory capability for assisting
the visually challenged is now described. It has also been
found to be of great use to the sighted as well. For example,
the author found that increased situational awareness using
the system resulted in greater safety in many ordinary
day-to-day activities such as riding a bicycle on a busy
street.
Mediated reality may include, in addition to video, an audio reality mediator, or more generally, a “perceptual reality
mediator.” This generalized mediated perception system
may include deliberately induced synesthesia.14 Perhaps
the most interesting example of synthetic synesthesia was
the addition of a new human sensory capability based on
miniature wearable radar systems combined with intelligent signal processing. In particular, the author developed
a number of vibrotactile wearable radar systems in the
1980’s, of which there were three primary variations.
1) CorporealEnvelope: Baseband output from the radar
system was envelope-detected to provide a vibrotactile sensation which was proportional to the overall
energy of the return.15 This provided the sensation
14 Synesthesia [72] is manifest as the crossing of sensory modalities, as,
for example, the ability (or as some might call a disability) to taste shapes,
see sound, etc.
15 Strictly speaking the actual quantity measured in early systems was
that of a single homodyne channel, which only approximated energy.
Later, in some systems, energy was measured properly with separate I
and Q channels.
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Fig. 15. Lightspace modeling. The WearComp apparatus, with the appropriate quantigraphic signal
processing, may be thought of as a hypothetical glass that absorbs and quantifies every ray of light
that hits it, and it is also capable of generating any desired bundle of rays of light coming out the
other side. Such a glass, made into a visor, could produce a VR experience by ignoring all rays of
light from the real world and generating rays of light that simulate a virtual world. Rays of light
from real (actual) objects are indicated by solid shaded lines; rays of light from the display device
itself are indicated by dashed lines. The device could also produce a typical augmented reality
(AR) [69], [70] experience by creating the “illusion of transparency” and also by generating rays of
light to make computer-generated “overlays.” Furthermore, it could “mediate” the visual experience,
allowing the perception of reality itself to be altered. In this figure, a simple but illustrative example
is shown: objects are left–right reversed before being presented to the viewer.

Fig. 16. Shared environment maps are one obvious application of WearComp. Multiple images
transmitted from the author’s “Wearable Wireless Webcam” [71] may be seamlessly combined
together onto a World Wide Web page so that others can see a first-person-perspective point of
view, as if looking out through the eyes of the person wearing the apparatus. However, because
the communication is bidirectional, others can also communicate with the wearer by altering the
wearer’s visual perception of reality. This might, for example, allow one to recognize people one has
never met before. Thus, personal imaging allows the individual to go beyond vicarious experience
toward a more symbiotic relation to a networked collective humanistic computing environment
within a mediated visual reality [16].  Steve Mann, 1995. (Picture rendered at higher-than-normal
screen resolution for use as cover for the journal Presence.)
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of an extended “envelope” around the body in which
one could feel objects at a distance. In later (late1980’s) embodiments of CorporealEnvelope, envelope detection was done after splitting the signal into
three or four separate frequency bands, each driving
a separate vibrotactile device so that each would
convey a portion of the Doppler spectrum (e.g., each
corresponding to a range of velocities of approach).
In another late-1980’s embodiment variously colored
lamps were attached to the wearer’s eyeglasses to
provide a visual synesthesia of the radar sense. In one
particular embodiment, red, green, and blue lamps
were used such that objects moving toward the wearer
illuminated the blue lamp, while objects moving away
illuminated the red lamp. Objects not moving relative
to the wearer, but located near the wearer appeared
green. This work was inspired by using the metaphor
of the natural Doppler shift colors.
2) VibroTach (Vibrotactile Tachometer): The speed of
objects moving toward or away from the wearer
was conveyed, but not the magnitude of the Doppler
return (e.g., it was not possible to distinguish between
objects of small radar cross section and those of
large radar cross section). This was done by having a
Doppler return drive a motor, so that the faster an object moved toward or away from the wearer the faster
the motor would spin. The spinning motor could be
felt as a vibration having frequency proportional to
that of the dominant Doppler return.
3) Electric Feel Sensing: The entire Doppler signal (not
just a single dominant speed or amplitude) was conveyed to the body. Thus, if there were two objects
approaching at different speeds, one could discern
them separately from a single vibrotactile sensor. Various embodiments of Electric Feel Sensing included
direct electrical stimulation of the body, as well as
the use of a single broadband vibrotactile device.
One of the problems with this work was the processing,
which in the early-1980’s embodiments of WearComp was
very limited. However, today’s wearable computers, far
more capable of computing the chirplet transform16 in real
time, suggest a renewed hope for the success of this effort
to assist the visually impaired.
1) Safety First!: Again, with direct connection to the
body, there must of course be extra attention devoted
to user safety. For example, direct electrical stimulation
of the body has certain risks associated with it, such as
nerve damage from excessively strong signals, as well as
nerve damage from weaker signals that are not properly
conditioned (such as may happen with excessive DC offset).
Similarly, vibrotactile devices may also afflict the user
with long-term damage, as one might experience with any
sensory device in the extreme (just as loud music can cause
deafness, and excessively bright head mounted displays
16 The chirplet transform [73] characterizes the acceleration signature of
Doppler returns so that objects can be prioritized, e.g., those accelerating
faster toward the wearer can be given higher priority, predicting eminent
collision, etc.
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can cause blindness, excessive vibrotactile stimulation can
cause loss of feeling). While the radar signals themselves
tend to be less of a concern, owing to their very low power
levels (often below the level of background radiation),
there should still be the obvious precautions taken with
radar as with any other radio signals (such as the much
more powerful transmitters used to establish an Internet
connection). The potential problem of radio frequency noise
pollution has been addressed through the use of very
low-power transmissions from the radar. Because of the
homodyne nature of the receiver, a very weak signal may
be sent out, since it is known exactly what signal will
be expected back. Even in pulsed modes of operation, by
virtue of pulse compression, signal levels can often remain
below the ambient signal levels. Radar systems operate
according to an inverse fourth power law (since what is
transmitted falls off as the square of the distance, and what
is received back falls off as the square of the distance
also). Distances to objects of interest with a personal radar
system are typically on the order of only a few meters,
in contrast to traditional radar, where distances of interest
are many kilometers. Thus, because power output needed
is proportional to the fourth exponent of the distance from
the objects of interest, power output is very low and thus
has not been a hazard.
One must also consider the safety issues of both the
effects of synthetic synesthesia, as well as the development
of a reliance upon it. Synthetic synesthesia involves a
remapping of the human perceptual system, the long-term
effects of which should still be studied carefully. Acquired
dependence is a concern which might not at first occur to
one practicing this art. In many ways, the author discovered
that after many years the device began to function as a true
extension of the mind and body, as if it were an additional
sense. Much like a person who is blind at birth but has his or
her sight restored later in life due to medical advancements,
there is a strange sense of confusion when a new sense is
introduced to the body without the support infrastructure
within the brain. After many years of use, one begins to
learn the new sense, and internalize the meanings of the
new sensory modalities. Together with this remapping of
the human perceptual system, and the obvious dangers it
might pose (and the question as to whether learning is
damage, since learning permanently alters the brain), is the
deeper philosophical question as to whether or not acquiring
a dependence on a new sensory modality is a good idea.
As a specific example, in the form of a personal anecdote,
the author had one time found himself on a long bike trip
(180 mile trip along major busy highways) relying greatly
on this new sense, when at some point along the trip there
was a major thunderstorm which required removal and
shutting down of the extra sensory capabilities. In many
ways the author felt at great risk, owing to the heavy
traffic and the acquired need to have enhanced situational
awareness. Removal of a new sensory capability, after an
acquired dependency, was much like removal of an existing
sense (e.g., like suddenly having to ride a bicycle while
blindfolded or wearing ear plugs).
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Thus an important safety issue as we enhance our intellectual and sensory capabilities will be risks involved
should this apparatus ever quit functioning after we have
become dependent upon it. Acquired dependency is nothing
new, of course. For example, we have acquired a dependency on shoes and clothing, and would doubtless have
much greater difficulty surviving naked in the wilderness
than might those indigenous to the wilderness, especially
those who had not invented shoes or clothing.
Thus, as we build prostheses of the mind and body,
we must consider carefully their implications, especially
as they pertain to personal safety. This new computational
framework will therefore give a whole new meaning to the
importance of reliability.
2) A True Extension of the Mind and Body: Such simple
early prototypes as those discussed already suggest a
future in which intelligent signal processing, through the
embodiment of humanistic computing, may allow the
wearer to experience increased situational awareness. It
will then be misleading to think of the wearer and the
computer with its associated input/output apparatus as
separate entities. Instead it will be preferable to regard the
computer as a second brain, and its sensory modalities as
additional senses through which synthetic synesthesia are
inextricably intertwined with the wearer’s own biological
sensory apparatus.

VII. CONCLUSION
A new form of intelligent signal processing, called “humanistic computing” was proposed. It is characterized by
processing hardware that is inextricably intertwined with a
human being to function as a true extension of the user’s
mind and body. This hardware is constant (always on,
therefore its output is always observable), controllable (i.e.,
is not merely a monitoring device attached to the user, but
rather, it takes its cues from the user), and corporeal in
nature (i.e., tetherless and with the point of control in close
proximity to the user so as to be perceived as part of the
user’s body). Furthermore, the apparatus forms a symbiotic
relationship with its host (the human), in which the highlevel intelligence arises on account of the existence of the
host (human), and the lower-level computational workload
comes from the signal processing hardware itself.
The emphasis of this paper was on personal imaging, to
which the application of humanistic computing gave rise
to a new form of intelligent camera system. This camera
system was found to be of great use in both photography
and documentary video making. Its success arose from the
fact that it: 1) was simpler to use than even the simplest
of the so-called “intelligent point and click” cameras of
the consumer market (even though many of these embody
sophisticated neural network architectures) and 2) afforded
the user much greater control than even the most versatile
and fully featured of professional cameras.
This application of humanistic computing took an important first step in moving from the “point and click” metaphor
toward the “look and think” metaphor—toward making the
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camera function as a true visual memory prosthetic which
operates without conscious thought or effort, while at the
same time affording the visual artist a much richer and
complete space of possibilities. Moreover, this work sets
forth the basic principles of a photo-videographic memory
system.
A focus of humanistic computing was to put the human
intellect into the loop but still maintain facility for fail-safe
mechanisms operating in the background. Thus the personal
safety device was proposed.
What differentiates humanistic computing from environmental intelligence (ubiquitous computing [74], reactive
rooms [75], and the like) is that there is no guarantee
environmental intelligence will be present when needed,
or that it will be in control of the user. Instead, humanistic computing provides a facility for intelligent signal
processing that travels with the user. Furthermore, because of the close physical proximity to the user, the
apparatus is privy to a much richer multidimensional information space than that obtainable by environmental
intelligence.
Furthermore, unlike an intelligent surveillance camera
that people attempt to endow with an ability to recognize
suspicious behavior, WearComp takes its task from the
user’s current activity, e.g., if the user is moving, the
apparatus is continually rendering new composite pictures,
while if the user is not moving it is no longer taking in new
orbits. This activity-based response is based on the premise
that the viewpoint changes cause a change in orbit, etc.
The following represents characteristics of systems embodying humanistic computing.
1) Activity driven and attention driven: Salience is based
on the computer’s taking information in accordance
with human activity. Video orbits are activity driven
(i.e., they start when wearer stops at a fixed orbit).
In other words the visual salience comes from the
human; the computer is doing the processing but
taking cue from the wearer’s activity. For example,
if the wearer is talking to a bank clerk, but takes
brief glances at the periphery, the resulting image
will reveal the wearer’s clerk in high resolution,
while the other clerks to the left and right will be
quantified at much lesser certainty. Further processing
on the image measurements thus reflect this saliency
so that the system adapts to the manner in which it
is used.
2) Environmentally aware: Situated awareness arises in
the context of both the wearer’s environment and
his/her own biological quantities which, through the
wearer’s own mind, body, and perceptual system, also
depend on the environment.
3) Inextricably intertwined with the human, i.e., situated:
If the user is aroused the system will take more
pictures. In this way, the computation makes a departure from that of traditional artificial intelligence.
The processor automatically uses the wearer’s sense
of salience to help it so that the machine and human
are always working in parallel.
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